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https://www.arqus-alliance.eu/news/arqus-launches-forum-romance-studies 

Official website will launch in MAY 2021 

1 About 

The Arqus International Forum on Romance Studies (=AIFRS) is open to all scholars from the Arqus 

Alliance (Granada, Graz, Leipzig, Padua, Vilnius, Bergen, Lyon1) whose research interests concern 

the Romance Languages. The AIFRS is designed as a long-term network that facilitates joint research 

and academic teaching at the Arqus universities and creates a matrix structure for this research 

while at the same time leaving the individual members maximum freedom and flexibility in 

developing their research and in planning joint activities that range from workshops and summer 

schools to permanent research groups.  

The forum's website (to go online in May 2021) will be the central organ of the AIFRS. It will make 

this joint research and teaching visible on an European scale and will make it easier to find new 

international partners for future collaborations. The website, hosted by the servers of the University 

of Granada, will consist of a central list of the participating scholars (from linguistics and 

literature/cultural sciences), which makes research on Romance Languages at the seven partner 

universities visible at a glance.  

The Forum itself is built on two major pillars that will be represented on the website as well: 

punctual events, such as workshops, summer schools, congresses, and permanent activities, mainly 

research groups. Events and research groups will be organised individually by the participating 

scholars, who are also given the possibility to integrate already existing research groups and projects 

on a larger scale, benefitting from synergy effects and the expertise at the different universities. 

By doing so within the AIFRS, investigation gains visibility, new cooperations are forged – therefore 

creating more scientific input and a rise in scientific quality and bolstering academic exchange 

between the Arqus universities. As a side effect, which becomes more and more important, scholars 

show their capability of international collaboration within an EU-financed university network, 

 
1 Only Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1, Université Jean Moulin Lyon 3, Université Jean Monnet at Saint-Etienne. 

https://www.arqus-alliance.eu/news/arqus-launches-forum-romance-studies
https://www.arqus-alliance.eu/
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which is obviously a great advantage when applying for funding of research projects (including the 

highly sought after EU-Grants), not to mention the additional menpower gained by acquiring new 

research partners at the Arqus-universities. Furthermore, organising an event or activity as an AIFRS 

activity will make it easier to receive funding from the Arqus Alliance, e.g., for travel etc. The 

possibility to demonstrate that research or teaching activities are part of a long-term collaboration 

that is meant to last (as it is the case for the AIFRS) considerably betters the chances to recieve 

financing from Arqus.  

Every member is free to organise Arqus events and activities. Basically, there are only few main 

prerequisites (see also 1.3, types of events and activities): punctual events generally need to be 

organised by at least two scholars from two different Arqus universities (or at least include them), 

whilst permanent activities will usually have a core of at least three scholars from three Arqus 

universities (not excluding additional experts from other universities). All AIFRS activities and 

events are subject to approval by the AIFRS board and will appear on the website.  

There are already some events in the making, namely the "Arqus seminario internacional: Contactos, 

conexiones e influencias lingüísticas en la Romania meridional (España, Italia y Portugal) / Contatti, 

connessioni e influenze linguistiche nella Romània meridionale (Italia, Portogallo, Spagna)" 

in Granada, 20th–24th September 2021, and the "Arqus Colloquium on Romance Linguistics" (a series 

of online-videoconferences, starting in April, see 3.1 and 3.2 for details). 

At the occasion of the mentioned “Arqus International Seminar” in Granada, the first AIFRS General 

Meeting will take place 24th September 2021, at 12:30 hours (room tba, see also 2.1)  

The following chapters will give detailed information on possible Arqus activities and further plans. 

In 2. the reader will find a condensed factsheet of the AIFRS, in 3 and 4 the central types of events 

and activities. Any further suggestions are highly welcome. 

For membership and further information, or if you have concrete ideas/plans before the AIFRS 

website launches, contact: David Porcel Bueno daporbue@ugr.es, Katharina Gerhalter 

katharina.gerhalter@uni-graz.at and Stefan Koch stefan.koch@uni-graz.at. 

2 Fact sheet 

Arqus International Forum on Romance Studies (= AIRFS)  

International network of scholars/researchers/lecturers/professors, dedicating their work to the 

Romance languages, primarily within the disciplines of linguistics and literature/culture, who hail 

from the seven Arqus-universities of Granada, Graz, Vilnius, Padua, Leipzig, Lyon, Bergen . 

The term ‘Romance languages’ encompasses all Romance languages, varieties, dialects and idioms 

(present or past), the Latin/Proto-Romance interface as well as all Romance based creoles.  

Important links until the launch of the official AIFRS website: 

Arqus web:  https://www.arqus-alliance.eu/   

AIFRS launch on Arqus news: https://www.arqus-alliance.eu/news/arqus-launches-forum-

romance-studies 

To inform yourself on running Arqus calls for financing travel, teaching, and research, make sure to 

regualrily check the Arqus news page. 

Arqus news: https://www.arqus-alliance.eu/news 

mailto:daporbue@ugr.es
mailto:katharina.gerhalter@uni-graz.at
mailto:stefan.koch@uni-graz.at
https://www.arqus-alliance.eu/
https://www.arqus-alliance.eu/news/arqus-launches-forum-romance-studies
https://www.arqus-alliance.eu/news/arqus-launches-forum-romance-studies
https://www.arqus-alliance.eu/news
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Arqus youtube-channel with streaming of different presentations and talks: 

https://www.youtube.com/arqusalliance  

2.1 Structure/Members 

The AIFRS is run by the AIFRS Board, which until 2023 consists of the following coordinators, who 

are also the founders of the AIFRS: 

Victoriano Peña Sánchez (victorps@ugr.es), AIFRS Board, advisory coordinator 

 David Porcel Bueno (daporbue@ugr.es), AIFRS Board, executive coordinator 

Katharina Gerhalter (katharina.gerhalter@uni-graz.at), AIFRS Board, executive coordinator 

Stefan Koch (stefan.koch@uni-graz.at) , AIFRS board, executive coordinator 

Fausto De Michele (fausto.demichele@uni-graz.at), AIFRS Board, advisory coordinator 

The AIFRS Board coordinates all AIFRS events and activities. The AIFRS Board alone is responsible 

for accepting new members to the AIFRS and for evaluating planned events and activities by the 

AIFRS members for approval as official AIFRS events or activities. In the latter case (evaluation of 

events and activities, especially research groups) the AIFRS Board will also draw on the expertise of 

experts from other universities outside the Arqus Alliance. The AIFRS Board is responsible for 

presenting these events and activities on the AIFRS website, along with the continuously updated 

members’ list. 

Please contact the executive coordinators David Porcel Bueno, Katharina Gerhalter, Stefan Koch for 

any business directly related to AIFRS issues, such as membership, activities, or general information.  

Founding members from the other Arqus-universities: Klaus Grübl (Leipzig), Dainius Būrė (Vilnius), 

Federica Masiero (Padua). The members’ list is constantly growing (already ca. 30 scholars from all 

Arqus universities).  

On september 24th 2021 (planned at 12:30) a first official AIFRS meeting will take place in Granada 

with the AIFRS Board, open to any interested AIFRS members, to get to know each other in person 

and to strengthen the structure and organisation of the AIFRS, as well as already existing scientific 

ties. It is also the oppurtunity to forge new collaborations. We invite the AIFRS members to come to 

Granada for the meeting (e.g., applying for an Erasmus+ scholarship for travels to professional 

meetings). It is planned to choose a hybrid format for this reunion, for those who cannot travel. 

Further information will be available soon. 

2.2 The AIFRS activities 

1. teaching: to graduate and Ph.D. students (series of classes, international seminars, joint 

seminars, summer schools, theses co-tutelle)   

2. research: collaborations (research groups, the AIFRS as network), congresses and 

workshops, joint publications, video conferences, etc.   

The activities are always carried out in collaboration between various Arqus universities (generally 

at least two for punctual events and three for permanent activities).  We encourage the AIFRS 

members to jointly organise activities and to communicate us new ideas.  

The objective is to give impulse to new initiatives and integrate already existing or planned 

activities/events/projects in the AIFRS on a larger scale. 

https://www.youtube.com/arqusalliance
mailto:victorps@ugr.es
mailto:daporbue@ugr.es
mailto:katharina.gerhalter@uni-graz.at
mailto:stefan.koch@uni-graz.at
mailto:fausto.demichele@uni-graz.at
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The AIFRS is multilingual (Romance languages, although the website will be in English for practical 

administrative reasons). 

→ Concerning the content of the activities we actively encourage the members to integrate more 

than one Romance language whenever possible, since the AIFRS’ focus is Pan-Romance, i.e., 

contrastive (linguistics) and comparative (literature/culture). 

The events and activities (see also 3) are organised by AIFRS members at the Arqus universities. 

Obviously, not all members will always participate in all activities: the groups form according to the 

particular interests and to the specific research subjects of the involved scholars. The number of 

AIFRS members will grow along with the creation of new initiatives.  

The title “Arqus International Forum on Romance Studies”, in its abbreviated form “AIFRS”, stands 

before or is added to all events or activities, who will then have an individual specific title (type of 

event/activity + specific topic) in any Romance language or English, e.g.: Arqus International Forum 

on Romance Studies (AIFRS): Seminario internacional “Contactos, conexiones e influencias 

lingüísticas en la Romania meridional (España, Italia y Portugal)” / “Contatti, connessioni e influenze 

linguistiche nella Romània meridionale (Italia, Portogallo, Spagna) ...”) or AIFRS research group 

Adverbials in Romance.  

Every Arqus university has its own concrete guidelines for development and collaboration as well as 

special tasks within the Arqus alliance. Every AIFRS member is encouraged to contact the Arqus 

responsibles at his*her university for individual information (e.g., Leipzig University is chairing the 

Multilingualism Board of Arqus, within the Arqus action line “Multilingual and Multicultural 

University”; Graz is leading the action line “Research Support and Early Career Researcher 

Development”). 

The AIFRS encourages members to make use of the Calls regularily published by Arqus to participate 

in international events/activities and finance these participations (e.g., travel grants etc.). The Calls 

(like Arqus Twinning, research stays...) are parallely running at all universities, AIFRS members need 

to apply for the calls at their own university. The possibility to demonstrate that research or teaching 

activities are part of a long-term collaboration that is meant to last (as it is the case for the AIFRS) 

considerably betters the chances to recieve financing from Arqus.  

• Current Call: mentoring for Ph.D. students and early Post-Docs: https://www.arqus-

alliance.eu/news/call-mentoring-stays-2021-22  

• next Calls (summer/autumn 2021): financing of research stays at other Arqus universities 

and financing stays at other Arqus universities for doctoral students and their supervisors. 

• Additionally, Arqus universities tend to prioritise financing travel to other Arqus universities 

(apart from specific Calls from Arqus).  

2.3  Website 

The AIFRS website will be the central platform that unites all activities and gives the AIFRS visibility. 

It will expectedly go online in May 2021 as a sub-page of the official website of Arqus-Granada, with 

the official corporate design. 

It will be structured corresponding to the types of activities (permanent and punctual, see 3 and 4) 

and the disciplines (linguistics and literature/cultural studies).  

The AIFRS members will appear on the website with a short presentation e.g.: 

 

https://www.arqus-alliance.eu/news/call-mentoring-stays-2021-22
https://www.arqus-alliance.eu/news/call-mentoring-stays-2021-22
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David PORCEL BUENO, Dr. (AIFRS founding member, AIFRS board) 

University of Granada 

Languages:  Spanish, Portuguese, Catalan, Latin, Arabic, Hebrew 

Research: Phraseology, etymology, historical linguistics, language contact Semitic-

Romance, variational linguistics (Ibero-Romance dialects and varieties), 

adjective-adverb interfaces 

Education:  Ph.D., University of Valencia, 2015 

lic., Universidad Complutense Madrid, 2016 

lic., University of Granada, 2009, 2011, 2014 

E-Mail:  daporbue(at)ugr.es 

homepage: https://www.ugr.es/personal/david-porcel-bueno 

→ shortly, if not happened already, we will contact members and those interested in being AIFRS 

members to fill in the relevant data:  

Name SURNAME, academic title(s) 

University 

Languages:  Languages you work with professionally (object languages) – sorted by main focus 

Research: List of research topics (keywords) 

Education:  Title, university, year 

Title, university, year etc. 

E-Mail:  e-mail 

homepage: Link to a personal website (with CV and publications), if there is no institutional 

homepage, provide academia.edu or researchgate.net (make sure to include a link 

to your institution / research center at this personal website) 

 

We are planning to produce a short video for the Arqus YouTube channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/arqusalliance (e.g., in Granada, september 2021) 

After the seminar and the assembly in Granada fotos and “testimonials” will be published on the 

Arqus website to give the AIFRS visibility. This is planned to be done for every AIFRS event/activity 

in the future, if possible.  

3 Details on already planned events/activities and outlook 

3.1 Punctual events (see also 4.1) 

a) Seminars for students, summer schools for Ph.D. students  

[fix] Seminario Internacional “Contactos, conexiones e influencias lingüísticas en la Romania 

meridional (España, Italia y Portugal)” / “Contatti, connessioni e influenze linguistiche nella 

Romània meridionale (Italia, Portogallo, Spagna)”, Granada, 20th–24th September 2021.  

Participants: Katharina Gerhalter (Graz, Arqus-Twinning grant conceded), David Porcel Bueno 

(Granada), Victoriano Peña Sánchez (Granada), Stefan Koch  (Graz), Fausto De Michele (Graz), 

Dainius Bure (Vilnius), Anna Suadoni (Granada), Alessandra Sanna (Granada) and students from 

Granada, Graz, and Vilnius (and interested scholars/students from other Arqus universities).  

[fix] Seminario Internacional sobre las lenguas románicas en América y África, to be taught in Graz, 

summer 2022.  

https://www.youtube.com/arqusalliance
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[continuation] International seminars or summer schools at other Arqus universities, with specific 

subjects.  

b) scientific events organised by two or more universities: congresses, workshops, etc., e.g., regular 

congresses that rotate between universities Arqus.  

No concrete events of this kind have been planned so far, the AIFRS welcomes suggestions by its 

members. 

3.2 Permanent activities (see also 4.2) 

a) Creation of international research groups (cooperations between, at least, three Arqus 

universities, plus possible experts from other universities) on specific research subjects in Romance 

linguistics and/or literature/culture. Interdisciplinary research groups are explicitly welcome. On 

the one hand, these research groups may consist of already existing research groups or projects at 

the several universities, amplifying their impact by adding new associated members to form an 

AIFRS research group. On the other hand, these AIFRS research groups can be created as new joint 

projects on the initiative of various scholars in the AIFRS. The AIFRS makes coordination easier and 

encourages the AIFRS members firmly to create these new research initiatives making use of the 

possibilities given by the AIFRS network. The AIFRS, again, will give visibility to this research, 

support it with a growing network of international collaborations and cooperations and give the 

research a shared institutional anchorage. This way, in the future, research projects also have better 

chances to compete for the highly aspired to ECR Grants (junior and senior).  

→ In summer/autumn 2021 there will be a general Call from Arqus to finance research stays (2–4 

weeks) at other Arqus universities. This is a further opportunity to establish research groups within 

the AIFRS and to pursue joint publications.  

[coming soon, April] AIFRS research group Adverbs and Adverbials in the Romance Languages, 

integrating the already existing group “Adjective-Adverb-Interfaces” at the University of Graz and 

various renowned scholars from other Arqus universities, such as Leipzig and Granada. Contact 

the executive AIFRS Board members for further information. 

b) series of videoconferences, organised and coordinated by AIFRS members who invite experts to 

give talks online (in post-Covid-times these conferences can be converted into a hybrid format). The 

videoconferences are ideally open to every interested scholar (open access), especially from Arqus-

universities, but also beyond. The primary objective is to present and discuss research on a wider 

international stage.  

[coming soon, April] Colloquium of Romance Linguistics,  sessions of one and a half hours 

(presentation + discussion), aproximately every 2 or 3 weeks, talks by scholars from Arqus 

universities or from other universities. The programme will be announced soon. Open to all 

interested scholars from Arqus universities. For now (Summer term 2021), the Colloquium of 

Romance Linguistics will be organised from Graz, hosted by Martin Hummel. In the future there 

will hopefully be a turnus, with every Arqus university taking its turn in the organisation of the 

Colloquium (e.g., every semester another university hosts the Colloquium). 

c) offer/facilitate Ph.D.s as “international co-tutelle”: Ph.D. students will have two supervisors from 

two countries (two Arqus universities) and earn a double degree. There are scholarships Erasmus+ 

for this as well. Arqus-Graz has declared to establish doctoral programs in cooperation with other 

Arqus universities (see Arqus Action Line 6.11: “Arqus PhD: an initiative to connect existing PhD 

training programmes” – financing meetings between groups of Ph.D. students and supervisors)  
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d) a monographic series (in the best case scenario with a prestigious publisher and open access, 

provisional title Arqus Romance Studies (ARS)) 

We, again, encourage AIFRS members to inform themselves at their own universities about Calls 

from Arqus, to use this financing (if conceded) for concrete activities within the AIFRS. Vice versa, 

existing cooperations in the AIFRS can aument the probabilities of recieving financing from Arqus 

for these or further activities. 

4 Types of events/activities 

The AIFRS activities are governed and coordinated by the AIFRS board. Events and activities are 

subject to approval by the AIFRS board.  

Abbreviations:  2from2 = at least two scholars from two Arqus universities involved 

3from3 = at least three scholars from three Arqus universities involved 

(the universities Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1, Université Jean Moulin Lyon 3, 

Université Jean Monnet at Saint-Etienne are considered as one university: Lyon) 

The following lists are suggestions for the core types of events and activities in the AIFRS. The AIFRS 

is always open to new formats. Please feel free to come up with new ideas, to blend activity types or 

to create new types of events or activities. They are likely to be added after successful evaluation. 

The only rule that should be adhered to is the following: for punctual events at least two scholars 

from two Arqus universities should be involved and for permanent activities a core − whenever 

possible − of at least three scholars from three Arqus universities. There is theoretically no upper 

end for the number of Arqus scholars involved. Additionally, any experts from universities other 

than Arqus can obviously be included, if the above mentioned ‘rule’ is met. 

4.1 Punctual events 

Send suggestions or concepts to the AIFRS board! 

• International summer schools: Summer Schools concern PraeDoc and PostDoc students 

and researchers to deepen their knowledge and competence in a certain area (i.e., the topic 

of the summer school). Summer schools usually run from one to three weeks and have a very 

wide array of topics and individual type of organisation. National regulations for teaching at 

summer schools apply. 

• International Seminars: International Seminars are the equivalent to summer shools for 

under- and graduate students (B.A., M.A., and postgrad), they have a specific topic and 

usually a length of about a week (e.g., the first international seminar in Granada, see 3.1., lasts 

five days and has a total of 24 sessions of 60 min each). Main objectives: activate interest in 

a career in science and create additional knowledge and competences complementing the 

respective studies at the home university. AIFRS international seminars also aim at 

improving international collaboration and competence among the students (e.g., by 

accompanying cultural programmes) 

• Workshops: workshops are encounters of scientists on a very specific scientific issue. They 

usually take one to three days and are organised individually and completly freely. AIFRS 

workshops can be intradisciplinary (linguistics or literature) or interdisciplinary (linguistics 

and literature). Further sciences (from informatics to biology) can, of course, be included, if 

serving a purpose in the investigation of the Romance languages. 
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• Congresses: congresses usually consist of various sections. Duration and organsation 

depend on the subject and the involved scholars. 

Participation at the congresses and workshops is obviously not limited to Arqus scholars. 

4.2 Permanent activities  

Send suggestions or concepts to the AIFRS board, in case of approval a 150-word short description is 

needed, to be put on the website. 

• Research Group (3from3, whenever possible): AIFRS research groups are groups of 

scientists who jointly research on a specific topic. They can also integrate already existing 

funded research projects, or they can be newly developed joint initiatives. Research groups 

are continuously and jointly evaluated by the involved scholars together with the AIFRS 

Board and external experts, if necessary. 

• Streamig Channels/Digital Regular Colloquiums/Other Digital Formats (3from3): AIFRS 

digital formats are destined for either discussing research with scholars from other Arqus 

universities, making own research known either to a scientific followership or explain 

research to the broader public. The possibilities are manyfold and allow for a maximum of 

creativity, there is no limit to imagination and creativity. 

• Cotutelle Ph.D. programmes: AIFRS encourages full Professors from the Arqus universities 

to establish new ties with colleagues from other Arqus universities to offer new, state of the 

art Ph.D.-programmes involving supervisors from two Arqus universities and award double 

degrees. 

• Collaborating Ph.D. Groups: In line with the Arqus Ph.D. initiative, funding encounters of 

collaborating groups of Ph.D. students and supervisors, the AIFRS encourages its members 

to integrate this concept within the Forum. The groups consist of Ph.D. students and 

supervisors from different Arqus universities. The activities include regular encounters and 

discussions, joint mentoring, joint teaching of best scientific practice, etc. There will be an 

Arqus call this year for joint activities and travel.  

 

For any further ideas, questions, and comments, just contact us. 

 

Graz and Granada, 22nd March 2021 

Stefan Koch  Katharina Gerhalter  David Porcel Bueno 

 

 


